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Adaptive Detection Using Whitened Data When
Some of the Training Samples Undergo
Covariance Mismatch
Olivier Besson
Abstract—We consider adaptive detection of a signal of interest
when two sets of training samples are available, one sharing the
same covariance matrix as the data under test, the other set being
mismatched. The approach proposed in this letter is to whiten both
the data under test and the matched training samples using the
sample covariance matrix of the mismatched training samples. The
distribution of the whitened data is then derived and subsequently
the generalized likelihood ratio test is obtained. Numerical simula-
tions show that it performs well and is rather robust.
Index Terms—Adaptive detection, covariance mismatch,
generalized likelihood ratio test, Student distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
ONE of the key tasks of a radar system is to detect a target,with known space and/or time signature, among distur-
bance (clutter, thermal noise, interference) whose parameters
are generally unknown [1], [2]. A fundamental contribution to
addressing and solving this problem was made by Kelly [3]–[6]
who formulated it as a composite hypothesis problem where data
is split into primary data (data under test where the presence
of a target is sought) and secondary data -often referred to as
training samples- which contains disturbance only and enable
one to learn the disturbance in the data under test. Kelly derived
and thoroughly analyzed the generalized likelihood ratio test
(GLRT) related to various composite hypotheses testing prob-
lems, under the Gaussian assumption for the data, a known target
signature and the same disturbance statistics between primary
and secondary data. Kelly’s GLRT and the adaptive matched
filter (AMF) [7] constitute the ubiquitous references for this
canonical framework.
In practice however there might exist some deviation from this
canonical model. Discrepancies can come from mismatches or
uncertainties about the target signatures, viz. the actual target
signature differs from the assumed target signature or the target
signature is not perfectly known. It can also be due to a co-
variance mismatch between the primary data and the training
samples, which is the case of interest in the present letter.
When one is confronted with mismatches, the first approach that
comes to mind is to assess the robustness of canonical detectors
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in order to evaluate the performance loss due to operating
under assumptions that are not met. For instance, references
[8]–[10] analyze the GLRT, the AMF and the adaptive coherence
estimator (ACE) under some technical assumptions regarding
the difference between the two covariance matrices, e.g., that
the generalized eigenrelation is satisfied [10]. Recently [11]
analyzed the performance of the AMF when the two covariance
matrices have the same eigenvectors but different eigenvalues.
When performance loss is deemed too damaging, then one
usually takes into account the mismatch at the design stage of the
detector, i.e., in the underlying assumptions, so that the detection
scheme is from the start planned to accommodate potential
discrepancies. As for covariance mismatches, a widely studied
case is when the two covariance matrices are proportional to each
other which leads to the adaptive coherence estimator (ACE)
also referred to as a normalized AMF [12], [13]. Mismatch can
also be due to additional components in the training samples.
Thereby, Gerlach considered scenarios where some training
samples are contaminated by signal-like components [14] or
outliers [15]. An arbitrary rank-one modification is considered
in [16] whereas the generalized eigenrelation is assumed to
hold in [17]. In [18], two training data sets are assumed to be
available, one containing thermal noise and jamming, the other
one containing clutter in addition.
A very interesting approach was recently proposed in [19].
In this paper, three sets of data are available. The test data Xa
consists of a single vector where presence of the target is sought.
Additionally, two sets of target-free samples are available: one
set of vectors Xb (called the reference vectors) shares the same
covariance matrix as Xa while another set of vectors Xc has
a different covariance matrix. Xb can be viewed as the “good”
training samples while Xc contains mismatched training sam-
ples. The originality in [19] lies in considering (Xa,Xb) as the
primary data andXc as the set of (mismatched) training samples.
More precisely, it is assumed thatXa
d
= CN (μvαH ,R, ITa)1
and Xb
d
= CN (0,R, ITb) where v stands for the target signa-
ture and α denotes its amplitude. On the other hand Xc
d
=
CN (0,C, ITc) with C = R. In a first step C is assumed to
be known and cell averaging (CA) is used on the whitened
data (C−1/2Xa,C−1/2Xb). Then the sample covariance matrix
(SCM) ofXc is substituted for its theoretical value. Actually cell
1CN (X¯,Σ,Ψ) stands for the complex matrix-variate Gaussian distribution
whose density is p(X) = π−MT |Σ|−T |Ψ|−M etr{−(X− X¯)HΣ−1(X−
X¯)Ψ−1}.
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averaging corresponds to the GLRT for deciding whether μ = 0
orμ = 0 in the following composite hypothesis testing problem:
vHS−1c Xa|Sc d= CN
(
μ(vHS−1c v)α
H , γITa
)
vHS−1c Xb|Sc d= CN (0, γITb) (1)
where γ = vHS−1c RS−1c v. Both γ and α are unknowns and the
cell-averaging test statistic for this problem can be written as
tCA = ‖vHS−1c Xa‖2/‖vHS−1c Xb‖2. Note that cell-averaging
uses the adaptively whitened data Ya = L−1c Xa and Yb =
L−1c Xb with Lc a square-root of Sc. However, the hypotheses
testing problem in (1) is based on a conditional distribution,
since the marginal distributions of vHS−1c Xa and vHS−1c Xb
are obviously not Gaussian. In this letter, we start with the
same model but we derive the exact (unconditional) distributions
of Ya = L−1c Xa and Yb = L−1c Xb, under some assumptions
about the relation between R and C. Then, based on this
distribution,GLR(Ya,Yb) is obtained. This approach proceeds
along the same philosophy as in [20] where we showed that the
AMF is a conditional GLRT and where we derived the GLRT
based on the marginal distribution of the adaptively whitened
data. It was shown that this approach yields equivalent or slightly
better results than the plain GLRT. The present letter thus extends
the results of [20] to a scenario with three sets of samples, one
of which undergoes a covariance mismatch.
II. DETECTION USING WHITENING OF TEST AND REFERENCE
DATA
As discussed previously, we assume that we wish to decide
about the presence/absence of a target in the primary data X˜a,
assuming that two sets of training samples are available, one X˜b
which shares the same covariance matrix as the noise covariance
matrix in X˜a, another set X˜c whose covariance matrix is differ-
ent. Herein, we consider Swerling I-II type targets [21], [22] for
which the target amplitude is assumed to be random and to follow
a Gaussian distribution. Consequently the available data can
be statistically described as X˜a
d
= CN (0, R˜+ P v˜v˜H , ITa),
X˜b
d
= CN (0, R˜, ITb) and X˜c d= CN (0, C˜, ITc) where v˜
stands for the target signature and P denotes its power. R˜ is the
disturbance covariance matrix in X˜a and X˜b, C˜ the disturbance
covariance matrix in X˜c. Ta, Tb and Tc are the number of
observations in X˜a, X˜b and X˜c, and we let Tp = Ta + Tb. Our
problem is to decide between H0 : P = 0 and H1 : P > 0. In
the sequel we assume that ‖v˜‖ = 1 and we define the unitary
matrix Q =
[
V˜⊥ v˜
]
along with the transformed data Xa =
QHX˜a, Xb = Q
HX˜b, Xc = Q
HX˜c and covariance matrices
R = QHR˜Q andC = QHC˜Q. Then the problem is equivalent
to that of deciding whether P = 0 or P > 0 from
Xa
d
= CN (0,R+ PeMeHM , ITa
)
Xb
d
= CN (0,R, ITb)
Xc
d
= CN (0,C, ITc) (2)
with eM = QH v˜ = [0 . . . 0 1]T . As said before, our ap-
proach, similarly to [19] is to whiten Xa and Xb using Xc,
Fig. 1. Illustration of the approach. Xa and Xb are adaptively whitened by
L−1c (Lc the Cholesky factor of XcXHc ) to produce Y and the GLRT based on
Y is derived under the assumption that R = GGH and C = GD−1GH .
and then to derive the GLRT from the whitened data. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.
In order to derive the GLRT based on whitening of Xa
and Xb, we need to assume some relation between R and C.
Otherwise, if R and C are unknown and arbitrary, then the
problem is not even identifiable unless Tb ≥ M and Tc ≥ M
and, anyway, Xc would be useless if there is no relation be-
tween R and C as one could not infer anything about R from
Xc. Therefore, we must assume that there is some common
information between R andC. Let R = GGH be the Cholesky
decomposition of R where G = chol(R) is a lower triangular
matrix with real-valued positive diagonal entries. We assume
here that chol(C) = GD−1/2 whereD is a diagonal matrix. The
case of no covariance mismatch betweenXb andXc corresponds
to D = IM . When D is proportional to the identity matrix, one
recovers a partially homogeneous environment where R and C
differ only by a scaling factor. Note that considering a diagonal
D is not equivalent to assuming that R and C share the same
eigenvectors but have different eigenvalues, yet it is somewhat
similar.
Let us partition G and D as
G =
(
G11 0
G21 G22
)
; D =
(
D1 0
0 d2
)
(3)
where G11 and D1 are (M − 1)× (M − 1) matrices, and
let us observe that if F = chol(R+ PeMeHM ) then G−1F =(
IM−1
0
0
λ1/2
)
where λ = 1 + PG−222 = 1 + P v˜HR˜−1v˜ [20].
Now, let Sc = XcXHc and Lc = chol(Sc). Then Lc
d
=
chol(C)TwhereT = chol(W)withW d= CW(Tc, IM ). We
partitionT as in (3). SinceX =
[
Xa Xb
]
d
=
[
FNa GNb
]
with N =
[
Na Nb
]
d
= CN (0, IM , ITp), one can write the
whitened data Y = L−1c X as
Y = L−1c X
d
= T−1D1/2G−1
[
FNa GNb
]
= T−1D1/2
[(
IM−1 0
0 λ1/2
)
Na Nb
]
(4)
Let us partition N =
(
Na1
Na2
Nb1
Nb2
)
=
(
N1
N2
)
. where Na1,Nb1
contains the M − 1 first rows of Na,Nb. Then,
Y
d
=
(
T−111D
1/2
1 0
−T−122 T21T−111D1/21 T−122 d1/22
)(
Na1 Nb1
λ1/2Na2 Nb2
)
=
(
T−111D
1/2
1 N1
−T−122 T21T−111D1/21 N1 + T−122 d1/22 N2Ω1/2
)
=
(
Y1
Y2
)
=
(
Ya1 Yb1
Ya2 Yb2
)
=
(
Ya Yb
)
(5)
where Ω =
(
λITa
0
0
ITb
)
. Therefore, we obtain the following
stochastic representation:
Y1 = T
−1
11D
1/2
1 N1
Y2 = T
−1
22 (−T21Y1 + d1/22 N2Ω1/2) (6)
Now T 222
d
= Cχ2L with L = Tc −M + 1 and T21 d=
CN (0, 1, IM−1) and these variables are independent [23], and
independent of N2
d
= CN (0, 1, ITp). It ensues that
−T21Y1 + d1/22 N2Ω1/2|Y1 d= CN
(
0, 1, d2Ω+Y
H
1 Y1
)
(7)
and therefore
Y2|Y1 d=
CN (0, 1, d2Ω+YH1 Y1
)
√
Cχ2L
(8)
follows a complex Student distribution, whose density is given
by
p(Y2|Y1; d2, λ) = Γ(Tp + L)
πTpΓ(L)
|d2Ω+YH1 Y1|−1
× [1 +Y2(d2Ω+YH1 Y1)−1YH2
]−(Tp+L) (9)
First observe that when d2 = 1 and Tb = 0, we recover the
distribution derived in [20]. Next note that this conditional
density depends only on d2 and λ while the distribution of Y1
is that of T−111D
1/2
1 N1 and depends on D1 only, but is the same
underH0 andH1. Consequently the generalized likelihood ratio
is given by
GLR(Y) =
max
D1,d2,λ
p(Y2|Y1; d2, λ)p(Y1;D1)
max
D1,d2
p(Y2|Y1; d2, 1)p(Y1;D1)
=
max
d2,λ
p(Y2|Y1; d2, λ)
max
d2
p(Y2|Y1; d2, 1) (10)
and hence maximization of p(Y1;D1) is not actually required. It
implies that the distribution of Y1 does not need to be derived,
only the distribution of Y2|Y1 is necessary. We also observe
that the joint distribution of (Y1,Y2) depends on R -through
λ- and onD. UnderH0 λ = 1 and hence this distribution does no
longer depend on R, which means that the GLR has a constant
false alarm rate with respect to R. However, the distribution
of GLR(Y) still depends on D. This is to be contrasted with
the CA detector whose distribution does not depend on any
unknown parameter under H0. Finally, for calculation of the
GLR, one needs to solve a 1-D maximization problem (with
respect to d2 > 0) under H0 and a 2-D maximization problem
under H1 where d2 > 0 and λ ≥ 1 are the unknowns. Observe
that p(Y2|Y1; d2, λ) involves the matrix Γ = d2Ω+YH1 Y1
which is of size Tp × Tp and hence the computational com-
plexity is not prohibitive. For instance p(Y2|Y1; d2, λ) can be
evaluated rather simply on a grid of values of (d2, λ) over which
the maximum is searched. Actually, in order to compute the
determinant and the inverse of Γ one can partition the latter as
Γ=
(
Γaa Γab
Γba Γbb
)
=
(
d2λITa +Y
H
a1Ya1 Y
H
a1Yb1
YHb1Ya1 d2ITb +Y
H
b1Yb1
)
(11)
and use the fact that |Γ| = |Γa.b||Γbb| where Γa.b = Γaa −
ΓabΓ
−1
bb Γba, and Γa.b is a scalar when Ta = 1. Moreover,
Γ−1 =
(
ITa
−Γ−1bb Γba
)
Γ−1a.b
(
ITa −ΓabΓ−1bb
)
+
(
0 0
0 Γ−1bb
)
(12)
so that
Y2Γ
−1YH2 = Yb2Γ
−1
bb Y
H
b2
+ (Ya2 −Yb2Γ−1bb YHb1Ya1)Γ−1a.b(Ya2 −Yb2Γ−1bb YHb1Ya1)H
(13)
Note that the key matrix here isYHb1Yb1. Once its eigenvalue de-
composition or the SVD ofYb1 is computed, all other quantities
involves simple matrix-vector products.
Remark 1: It should be noted that p(Y2|Y1; d2, λ) is given
by (9) for any matrix D1, i.e., not necessarily diagonal, since
the second line of (6) holds true whatever D1. Therefore, the
GLR is still given by (10) under the more general case of a
block-diagonal D. It turns out (we omit the details for lack of
space) that D being block-diagonal is equivalent to R˜ and C˜
verifying the so-called generalized eigenrelation (GER) [10],
[24] which states that C˜−1v˜ = γR˜−1v˜.
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Numerical simulations are now used to assess the perfor-
mance of the detector derived above and to compare it with
relevant detectors. We consider a scenario where M = 32.
The disturbance consists of colored clutter plus thermal noise
and has a covariance matrix of the form R = Rc + σ2IM
where Rc(k, ) = e−0.5(2πσf |k−|)
2
with σf = 0.02. The clut-
ter to noise ratio CNR = −10 log10 σ2 is set to CNR =
30 dB. The signal of interest is v˜ = e(fs) where e(f) =
1/
√
M
[
1 e2iπf . . . e2iπ(M−1)f
]T
and fs = 0.05. The
target amplitude is drawn from a CN (0, P ) distribution in
accordance with (2). We will successively consider the case of
a partially homogeneous environment -D = γIM -, the case of
an arbitrary D and finally a case where C = GW−1GH where
W is not diagonal. The probability of false alarm is set toPfa =
10−3 and the probability of detection is evaluated as a function
of the signal to noise ratio, defined as SNR = P v˜HR˜−1v˜.
Fig. 2. Probability of detection versus SNR in a partially homogeneous
environment: C = d−1R with d−1 = −6 dB. Ta = 1, Tb = M/2 and Tc =
M + 1.
The detector derived above based on whitening of (Xa,Xb)
using the SCM of Xc will be denoted by GLR(L−1c Xab). The
cell averaging detector of [19] will be denoted as CA. For com-
parison purposes, we also use the detector of [20] which is the
GLRT based on L−1bc Xa where Lbc = chol(XbXHb +XcXHc ).
This detector does not assume that there exists a mismatch
between Xb and Xc. Since its performance is equivalent or
slightly better than that of Kelly’s GLRT, we only display
GLR(L−1bc Xa).
A. Partially Homogeneous Environment
We first consider the case of a partially homogeneous en-
vironment where C = d−1R with d−1 = −6dB. The results
are displayed in Figure 2. It can be observed that the new
detector significantly improves over cell averaging. Yet, it does
not perform better thanGLR(L−1bc Xa)which seems quite robust.
This can be attributed to the fact that GLR(L−1c Xab) is based
on a model which contains M unknowns (the diagonal elements
of D) whereas here a single parameter d explains the relation
between C and R.
B. Case of Arbitrary D
In the following simulation, we consider an arbitrary matrix
D. This matrix is fixed but d−1m was generated from a uniform
distribution such that the mean value ofd−1m is E{d−1m } = −6dB,
and the standard deviation is equal to the mean. This scenario
fits the model used by GLR(L−1c Xab) and the latter, as seen in
Figure 3, provides the best performance. It is still much better
than CA and slightly better than GLR(L−1bc Xa).
C. Robustness in the Case C = GW−1GH
Finally, we test the robustness of the detector when the
matrix C = GW−1GH where W is not diagonal but some
positive definite matrix. More precisely, W was drawn from
a complex Wishart distribution CW(ν, μIM ) with ν = M + 2
Fig. 3. Probability of detection versus SNR when C = GD−1GH with
D = diag(d1, . . . , dM ). 10 log10 d
−1
m is drawn from a uniform distribution
with mean −6 dB and standard deviation −6 dB. Ta = 1, Tb = M/2 and
Tc = M + 1.
Fig. 4. Probability of detection versus SNR when C = GW−1GH where
W is drawn from a Wishart distribution CW(ν, μIM ). ν = M + 2 and
E{[W−1]mm} = −6dB. Ta = 1, Tb = M/2 and Tc = M + 1.
and E{[W−1]mm} = −6dB. Note that this scenario does not
correspond to the hypotheses used by GLR(L−1c Xab). Interest-
ingly enough the latter performs very well and the improvement
compared to GLR(L−1bc Xa) increases.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, we addressed the problem of detecting a Swerling
I target when some of the training samples undergo a covariance
mismatch. The approach is based on whitening the data under
test and the matched training samples using the mismatched
training samples. We derived the GLRT based on the distribution
of the whitened data. Numerical simulations showed that it offers
a significant improvement compared to cell averaging and is
rather robust.
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